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- Financial Health & Fitness -

In-Kind Distributions

from IRAs

determined? The make this
This may
fair market value
surprise you: of the asset is
type of IRA
you can take reported to the withdrawal?
IRS as a step in
an IRA
In certain
1,2
the
distribution.
cases, it may
distribution
be preferable
in a form
Why
would
to withdrawing
other than
cash, especially
cash. This may you want to
seem unorthodox, but it can
make financial
sense for some
older IRA owners
as well as IRA
heirs.

An in-kind distribution from a
traditional IRA
is fully taxable,
just as a cash
distribution from
a traditional IRA
becomes taxable income. Just
how is the cash
value of the inkind withdrawal

when it comes
to Required
Minimum
Distributions
(RMDs) for traditional IRAs.

Maybe you
want to

If an IRA holds an
investment that has so
little worth that it seems
pointless to have the
IRA in the first place,
an in-kind distribution
may offer a solution.

Provided by Beverly Neighbors and
Bill Wilson

keep shares
instead of
selling them.

There are times
when you may
be reluctant to
sell some or all
of an investment

to satisfy an
RMD, because
the investment is
really performing
well. An in-kind
withdrawal is an
alternative. The
amount of the
distribution will be

full in-kind withdrawal to satisfy
the RMD requirement. You will still
retain ownership
of the asset(s)
distributed inkind.2

Maybe you
see a loser
turning into
a winner. You

hold a poorly performing investment in your IRA,
but you sense it
will turn around,
you suspect its
value will soon
rise. Rather
than liquidate it,
shares of it could
be withdrawn
from the IRA as
an in-kind distribution. They
will be taxed
at their current
value when distreated just like
tributed from the
taxable income,
IRA as in-kind
but you will still
distributions are
own that asset
once it is outside treated like taxof the IRA. Those able income, but
shares now
in future years,
have a chance
they will only be
to appreciate
subject to capital
further, and you
gains tax rates
can also elect to rather than (highdonate them to
er) income tax
charity.2,3
rates.4

Maybe you
have a cashless IRA. If

0% of your IRA
assets are sitting
in cash, then one
option is to take
either a partial or

Maybe the
IRA has little
value. Some
“stray” IRAs are
not worth very
much. If an IRA
holds an investment that has so
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little worth that it
seems pointless
to have the IRA
in the first place,
an in-kind distribution may offer
a solution. If you
own a traditional
(or Roth) IRA and
make this move
before age 59½,
you are likely
looking at an
early-withdrawal
penalty as well
as taxes. Even
so, you may prefer that to keeping up the IRA for
years, or carrying
a loser investment in the IRA
for any number
of years while
paying attached
account fees.2

In-kind IRA
distributions
can be tricky,
as they
often involve
shares. Share

prices fluctuate,
and if you are trying to precisely
meet your RMD
amount with a
distribution of
shares, there is
the risk of coming up short or
long. If you come
up short, you will
need another
transaction to
satisfy the RMD.
If you come
out long, that
could increase
the income tax
attached to the
RMD. This is the
risk you take.5

Beverly
Neighbors may
be reached at
731-641-9371 or
beverly.neigh-

The “deadline” for classifieds is Tuesday @ 5 pm.
bors@investfinancial.com.
Bill Wilson may
be reached at
731-641-9416
or bill.wilson@
investfinancial.
com.
This material was prepared by MarketingPro,
Inc., and does not necessarily represent the views
of the presenting party,
nor their affiliates. This
information has been
derived from sources
believed to be accurate.
Please note - investing
involves risk, and past
performance is no guarantee of future results.
The publisher is not
engaged in rendering
legal, accounting or other
professional services. If
assistance is needed,
the reader is advised to
engage the services of a
competent professional.
This information should

not be construed as
investment, tax or legal
advice and may not be
relied on for the purpose
of avoiding any Federal
tax penalty. This is neither
a solicitation nor recommendation to purchase
or sell any investment
or insurance product or
service, and should not be
relied upon as such. All
indices are unmanaged
and are not illustrative of
any particular investment.

Citations.

1 - tinyurl.com/hsdkwgn
[1/19/14]
2 - newdirectionira.com/
ira-info/distributions/whatis-a-distribution [2/3/16]
3 - azcentral.com/
story/money/business/
consumers/2015/12/22/
right-size-your-portfoliocoming-year-nancy-tengler/77780344/ [12/22/15]
4 - time.com/
money/2791159/how-arestocks-taxed/ [2/3/16]
5 - marketwatch.com/
story/should-you-takestock-to-
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- Social Health & Fitness -

Paris Country Club is Proud to be a Healthy

Part of the Henry County community

Walking a round
of golf is great
exercise and it’s
always available
to our members.
Our course
accommodates
this option while
still providing a
very challeng-

ing round of
golf. No matter
what your age,
or whether you
walk or ride,
spending a day
outside is always
a great option.
Encouraging

our youth to
play sports in
particular golf,
is the aim of our
Summer Youth
Golf clinics open
to members and
non-members
alike. Many
of our mem-

lize our Olympic
sized private
pool for morning and evening
adult and family
swims. These
times are
Speaking of our designed espepool, plenty of
cially for those
our members uti- seeking exercise
bers spent their
youthful summer
months golfing in
the morning and
swimming in the
afternoon.

!
y
a
d
o
Join T$90 per month
For Only

Challenging 9-Hole Golf Course
Olympic Size Swimming Pool

Full Service Bar & Dining Room

195 Country Club Rd. • Paris, TN

731-642-0591 • pariscountryclubtn.com

before or after
work without
the distraction
of normal pool
activities.
Need a safe
walking or jogging trail in the
early morning?

Enjoy the privacy of our cart
paths while you
enjoy the natural
beauty of our
course!
Finish your day
with a healthy
alternative dining
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experience. Our
menu changes
often and only
at Paris Country
Club will you
have a choice
of farm to table
fresh ingredients, locally.
Part of a healthy
life is taking
time to relax.
Relaxation is
what membership in our club
is all about.
Come join us on
our back deck!
It offers a peaceful respite as the
sun sets over
our community.
It’s the best nonwater view in
Henry County!

You can place an ad over the phone with a credit/debit card.
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- Physical Health & Fitness -

A Look Inside
Might Save Your
Life in 2017

There is nothing
more important
than our good
health. It can’t
be bought, yet
it is our most
important asset.
Protecting that
asset is as simple as a little prevention. Henry
County Medical
Center is making
that simple step
of prevention

more accessible
with our affordable screening
program.

ing offered at the
HCMC Diagnostic
Center.

More than
HCMC has been 200,000 new
offering “a look
cases of lung
inside” with
cancer are diagheart and stroke nosed each year
screenings for
in the United
several years,
States. The
but recently has
prognosis is
added the new
poor for patients
low-dose CT lung whose cancer is
cancer screendetected in its

advanced stages.
The American
Cancer Society
states that lung
cancer is the
leading cause
of cancer death
among both men
and women.
Of the top four
deadliest cancers
in the U.S. (lung,
prostate, breast
and colorectal),
lung cancer is
the only one not
subject to routine
screening. Based
on the findings of
the National Lung
Screening Trial
(NLST), we now
have confirmation
that low dose CT
lung screening
can save lives of
people at high
risk for developing lung cancer.

This groundbreaking
research offers
new hope for
the early detection and effective
treatment of lung
cancer, the leading cause of cancer death in the
United States.
Physician or selfreferral, low dose
CT lung cancer
screening should
be considered
an option for the
asymptomatic
individuals considered at high
risk for lung cancer.
One of the keys
to more successful treatment of
lung cancer is the
early detection
of the disease.
Often, lung can-

We appreciate your business!
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cer is detected in
its later stages,
when it has compromised the
function of one or
more vital organs
and has spread
throughout the
body. There are
many types of
lung cancer.
Each type of lung
cancer grows
and spreads in
different ways
and is treated
differently. The
purpose of this
low dose CT lung
cancer screening
is to detect and
diagnose and
underlying medical condition that
you may have at
an early stage
and to improve
the treatment
effectiveness
and options. The
images will be
reviewed for the
presence of lung
nodules, masses,
or other abnormalities suspicious for lung
cancer as well as
other findings of
potential clinical
importance.

Risk factor
for Lung
Cancer
include:
• Smoking

• Exposure to
secondhand
smoke

• Family History
• Excessive
Alcohol use

• Exposure
to radon gas,
asbestos and

other chemicals

HCMC. “With
The screening is this screening
performed at the we can help
HCMC Diagnostic people either
find some
Center. You
peace of mind
are asked to lie
or find early
very still on a
treatment.”
CT table, which
is slowly moving horizontally
The
through a chamscreening
ber capturing
is
images of your
lungs. A compuavailable
ter workstation
for $275
combines these
pictures into very
to those
detailed crosswho meet
sectional images.
these
These images
are interpreted by
criteria:
Board Certified
Radiologists with
• Current or
years of practical
former heavy
experience. The
smokers
procedure takes
• 55 to 80 years
approximately
old
15 minutes and
there is no prep
• Less than 15
required.
years since
quitting smok“Our goal is to
ing
get more people screened
The cost is
and make the
currently not
screening more
covered by
accessible to
insurance or
our commuMedicare, so
nity,” said Billie
making the
McKee, Director screening
of Imaging at
affordable was

a goal for HCMC.
The low dose
CT lung screening as well as
CT Cardiac
Calcium Scoring
and Ultrasound
Vascular
Screenings can
all be scheduled without
a physician
referral by calling Centralized
Scheduling at
731-644-8486
option 1. Ask
about package
discounts if multiple tests are
being done. And,
you can learn
more about these
tests at our Every
Beat Counts
Heart Health
Fair on Tuesday,
February 21 from
3 p.m. to 7 p.m.

Sidebar:

Ultrasound
Vascular
Screening and
CT Cardiac
Calcium Scoring
Screenings
Committed to
ensuring you
don’t become a
statistic, HCMC

also offers a
look inside
with an ultrasound screenings for stroke/
carotid arterial,
abdominal aortic
aneurysm, and
peripheral arterial disease and
the CT Cardiac
Calcium Scoring
test looking at the
coronary arteries
to help determine
a patient’s risk of
coronary artery
disease.

Risk
Factors
for Stroke
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and Heart
Attack
• High Blood
Pressure
• Diabetes

• High
Cholesterol

• Family History
• Smoking

• Overweight by
20% or more

Stroke
Screenings
- $99 for the CT
Calcium Scoring
Test
Tests are available anytime
during the week.
Packages are
available.

These screenings
last approximate• High stress lifely 30 minutes
style
and no physician
• Men over 40
order is needed,
years old and
but you must pre• Women over 50 register by callyears old
ing Centralized
Scheduling at
- $125 for the
731-644-8486
Ultrasound
option 1.

Play “Dun-Found-It” for your chance to win tickets to the Parisian!
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- Future Health & Fitness -

When Do You Need a Financial Advisor?

Are you a “doit-yourselfer”?
If you can take
care of home
repairs, lawn
work and other
types of maintenance by yourself, you’ll save
money and probably gain satisfaction. But you
will almost certainly need some
help in other
areas of your life,

one of which may
be investing. In
fact, you could
benefit from the
services of a professional financial
advisor at several
points in your life:

have some financial decisions to
make: Should
I participate in
my employer’s
401(k) or other
retirement plan?
(Hint: Yes!) If so,
how much should
When you’re I contribute? How
starting
can I juggle savout in your ing for retirement
with paying off
career
student loans?
When you land
your first career- These are the
type job, you will types of ques-

tions you can
answer with the
help of a financial
advisor.

your own comfortable retirement, you’ll face
many choices.
A financial adviWhen you’re
sor’s someone
saving for
with experience
important in helping peogoals
ple work toward
Whether you’re
these goals and
saving for a down
can assist you in
payment on
making the choicyour first home,
es most approprior for your chilate for your indidren’s college
education, or for vidual situation.

the death of a
loved one. But
virtually all these
events carry
with them some
Like everyone,
type of finanyou’ll go through
cial component
many major life
from establishing
events. Some will new investment
be joyful, such
accounts, puras marriage and chasing sufficient
the arrival of chil- insurance, namdren, while others ing and changing
may be unpleas- of beneficiaries,
ant or sad, such and so on. A
as divorce or
financial advi-

When you’re
experiencing
a personal
milestone

Our office hours are Monday-Friday 8am-5pm.
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undue risk? Once
you’re retired,
you just won’t
When you’re get a lot of “doovers” so getting
retired
the right help is
Even after you
important.
retire, you’ve
got plenty to
When you’re think about, in
If you’re a do-ityourselfer, you
close to
terms of finanmay not get it
retirement cial moves. For
right each and
one
thing,
you
As you near
every time. But
retirement, you’ll need to ensure
you won’t pay
that your investhave several
much of a price
ment portfolio
issues to consider: About how provides you with (except, perhaps
in embarrassmuch income will both sufficient
ment) if that chair
income for your
you need each
you built collapsdesired
lifestyle
year? When
es under a stack
and adequate
should you start
of newspapers.
growth potential
taking Social
However, you
to help you stay
Security? How
ahead of inflamuch can you
afford to withdraw tion. What’s the
correct balance
annually from
of investments for
your IRA and
your needs? Are
401(k)? A finanthere investments
cial advisor has
that can provide
the tools, trainyou with rising
ing and experiincome without
ence to explore
exposing you to
alternatives and
sor who truly
understands you
and your needs
can help you
make appropriate moves for all
your milestones.

suggest suitable
moves for you.
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also know when
it’s time to call
in a professional
and that’s whom
you need when
it comes to building your financial
future. So, get
the assistance
you need, when
you need it, from
a financial advisor.
Brian G. Tusa,
CFP¬Æ
Edward Jones
Investments
Court Square
101 East Wood St
Paris TN 38242
Office: 731-644-1466
Fax: 877-877-2071
Branch Office
Administrators: Toni
Franklin-Parker and
Janette Weng

Ashli Scott
Newcomb
Financial Advisor
810 E. Wood St.
Paris, TN 38242
731-642-8424

Member SIPC

“Picture Classifieds” are $16 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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- Medical Health & Fitness -

What is Health
Insurance?

Health Insurance
is a type of
insurance coverage that covers
the cost of an
insured individual’s medical and
surgical expenses as a result of
illness or injury.
There are various
types of health
insurance coverage available
on the market,

either the insured
pays costs outof-pocket and is
then reimbursed,
or the insurer
makes payments
directly to the
provider.
The “provider”
is a hospital,
clinic, physician,
laboratory, pharmacy, or health
care practitioner.

The “insured” is
the owner of the
health policy. In
countries without
universal health
care coverage,
such as the USA,
health insurance
is often included
in employer benefit packages. In
other countries,
like the United
Kingdom or
Canada, health

care is provided
by the state and
viewed as every
citizen’s right.
These countries
consider this
the same as
public education, police and
fire protection,
public works,
road/highway
maintenance,
as a part of a
public service
for the nation. In
the USA, health
insurance coverage is viewed
differently with
the exception of
some groups,

such as elderly,
disabled people,
and veterans.
The Obama
Administration
has introduced
laws making it
mandatory for
everybody to
have health coverage with penalties imposed for
those who fail to
carry health coverage.
Everyone at
some time in
their life will
need some
kind of medical treatment.
When treatment
is required, the
patient should be
able to concentrate on getting
better, rather
than worrying
how they will pay
the bill. We as a
nation are recognizing this view
as becoming
more common in
other developed
nations.
The Affordable
Care Act made
it possible for
young adults
between 19 and
25 to stay on
their parents’
health plans. It is
reported that 13.7
million young
adults remained
on their parents’
health plans; this
included 6.6 million people who

View the Peddler online on our Facebook page.
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would not have
been able to do
so if the Act had
not been signed.
There are two
types of health
coverage provided. Private and
public, with 58%
of Americans
covered under
some type of

account), and
POS (point of
service plans).
Managed care
plans have a
contract with
health care
providers and
medical facilities to provide
medical care at
lower costs. They
form a network

the coinsurance
and copayment
will be higher.
Health Savings
Accounts establish a tax-free
account aimed
at building funds
for future medical
expenses. These
are generally
high-deductible
options. These

rier you choose
and verify that
your providers
are in the company’s network.
Remember, not
all health insurance is the same.
WIth the upcoming changes in
political administration, it’s not
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clear the direction
of our health care
system. In the
meantime, regulations remain in
place regarding
health coverage
for every United
States citizen.
Lisa Ellison,
Consolidated Insurance
Services

1706 Hwy. 70 W.
Camden
731-279-0350
Sun. 12-5, Mon. -Thurs. 10-6, Fri. 9-1

Whole Foods and Natural Supplements
Groceries, Herbs, Organic Products,
Bulk Foods, Personal Care
Nutritional Consultation with Body Chemistry Analysis Offered

UP TO

“Ask about the premiums, copayments,
deductibles, coinsurance, and out-ofpocket costs [when choosing a health
insurance plan].”

private health
care coverage.
Examples of public health coverage in the USA is
Medicare, which
is a national federal social insurance program for
people aged 65+
years as well as
disabled people,
and Medicaid,
which is funded
jointly by the federal government
and individual
states. There are
different types
of health plans
available, such
as HMO’s (health
maintenance
organizations),
PPO’s (preferred
provider organizations), HSA’s
(health savings

that has rules
which stipulate
how much the
plan will pay for.
Indemnity Plans
allow the insured
to choose any
physician they
choose and will
incur an out-ofpocket expense
or coinsurance.
PPO providers
provide the care
for the insured
within the PPO
network. The
insured makes
the copayment
and may also be
liable for coinsurance. If the
insured chooses
services from a
non-network provider, some medical expenses
will be paid but

plans are usually
offered thru their
employer.

Which plan you
choose is based
on your ability to
pay premiums
and out-of-pocket
expenses and
should be carefully reviewed
before purchase.
Your health insurance agent can
help determine
the best plan
for you or your
family’s needs.
Ask about the
premiums,
copayments,
deductibles,
coinsurance, and
out-of-pocket
costs. Review
the claims process with the car-

45%

OFF

SUPPLEMENTS
WEDNESDAYS
THRU FEBRUARY
We accept Debit and Credit Cards • Certified Nutritionist on Staff

“Personal Classifieds” are $9.00 for 4 weeks, 20 words or less.
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